DISCOVER SE3
CONSOLE

LFCONNECT DIGITAL PLATFORM
Discover SE3 consoles are an essential piece of the ecosystem called the LFconnect Digital Platform. Our
solutions include proactive service, statistics, software updates, compatibility with fitness apps and wearables,
and the ability to customize how your exercisers interact with the facility. These assets work seamlessly
together to create a consistently delightful experience for each customer.

DISCOVER SE3 CONSOLE
The Discover SE3 tablet console is built on insights provided by facilities and exercisers about
what makes a consistently captivating experience. Intuitive interaction, appealing layouts and
a host of other digital advances, like integrated streaming video services, create engagement
for any exerciser.

DASHBOARD DESIGN
The dashboard puts everything
at an exerciser's fingertips
including features that make
workouts memorable and
enhance exerciser engagement.
The dashboard makes it easier to
discover all the options available to
exercisers during workouts. From
tracking and progress to added
entertainment and a sleek, modern
aesthetic—the Discover SE3 console
builds on what exercisers expect
from their facilities.

ENTERTAINMENT APPS
We enhanced the most used features of our consoles to help
exercisers stay engaged. By enabling user-driven content to
each exerciser, we’re personalizing the way people interact
with the Discover SE3 console. Featuring streaming video
and audio services like Netflix™, Hulu™ and Pandora® Radio,
these consoles are transforming the way facilities think about
entertainment.

COURSES
Discover SE3 console offers beautiful Lifescape™ courses and
RunSocial™, which allows exercisers to run with friends or other
exercisers anywhere in the world in real time.

EASY LOGIN PROCESS
Proximity Bluetooth® and NFC login make it easy for exercisers
to explore the benefits of connecting to the console. Better
tracking, workout history and data, and GPS workouts are all
available through the LFconnect app.

BLUETOOTH®
Being connected quickly and easily is a necessity in the digital
age. Exercisers need a workout facility that offers an intuitive
connected experience. Exercisers can easily connect their
headphones, heart rate devices and related Bluetooth
enabled devices.

HOME SCREENS
Home screens are an important
point of contact with exercisers for
any facility. They can be customized
to promote facility programs and
services, boost brand loyalty, and
keep exercisers up to date with
news and events.

HARDWARE
The Discover SE3 Console has a faster, more powerful
processor and increased memory in order to further support
the console’s wide range of personalized entertainment apps.
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